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For the full text of this licence, please go to: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/ free/porous fluid transport phenomenon plays an equally important role along with the particle 23 transport mechanisms concerning the separation efficiency of cross-flow membrane filtration. To 24 provide a theoretical background for the experimental outcomes of cross-flow filtration, a 25 mathematically sound model is desired which can reliably represent the interfacial boundary whilst 26 maintaining the continuity of flow field variables across the interface between the free and porous 27 flow regimes. Notwithstanding the numerous attempts reported in the literature, the development of 28 a generic mathematical model for coupled flows has been prohibited by the complexities of 29 interactions between the free and the porous flow systems. Henceforth, the aim of present work is to 30 gain a better mathematical understanding of the interfacial phenomena encountered in coupled free 31 and porous flow regimes applicable to cross-flow filtration systems. The free flow dynamics can be 32 justifiably represented by the Stokes equation whereas the non-isothermal, non-inertial and 33 incompressible flow in a low permeability porous medium can be handled by the Darcy equation. 34 Solutions to the system of partial differential equations (PDE's) are obtained using the finite element method employing mixed interpolations for the primary field variables which are velocity and 36 pressure. A nodal replacement scheme previously developed by the same authors has been effectively 37 enforced as the boundary constraint at the free-porous interface for coupling the two physically 38 different flow regimes in a single mathematical model. A series of computational experiments for 39 permeability values of the porous medium ranging between 10 -6 -10 -12 m 2 have been performed to 40 examine the susceptibility of the developed model towards complex and irregular shaped geometries. 41
Our results indicate that at high permeability values, the discrepancy in mass balance calculations is 42 observed to be significant for a curved porous surface, which may be attributed to the inability of the 43 Darcy equation to represent the flow dynamics in a highly permeable medium. At a low permeability, 44 a very small amount of fluid permeated through the free/porous interface as most of the fluid leaves 45 the domain through the free flow exit. The geometry and permeability of the free/porous interface 46 are found to affect the amount of fluid passing through the porous medium significantly. All the 47
Introduction 53
The combination of free flow and flow through a porous medium exists in a variety of fluid 54 processes occurring naturally or taking place in many industrial applications such as cross-flow and 55 dead-end filtration, heterogeneous catalytic reactions, subsurface flows and solidification of metal 56 alloys. Though the flow regimes present in these processes seem to be similar, the flow field 57 characteristics are observed to vary mainly due to the nature of the interface separating the free and 58 porous regimes. In some of the above mentioned processes, the free/porous interface is distinct and 59 stationary whereas in others the interface is moving with the fluid. Cross-flow filtration is an effective 60 separation technology that finds application in a wide range of areas including water treatment 61 systems, clean environment technologies, and energy production. 62
Cross-flow membrane filtration, frequently termed low shear-tangential filtration is used to clean 63 fluids that are difficult to filter and to separate fine matter such as cells, proteins, enzymes and 64 viruses. Unlike the normal pressure driven dead-end filtration, the fluid is pumped to flow 65 tangentially over a porous boundary, layer or surface. A small part of the fluid penetrates through the 66 porous boundary and the major amount flows out of the filtration assembly which is then re-67 circulated. During the initial period of filtration, the cross-flow of fluid provides sufficient shear to 68 drive the particles deposited on the porous surface to avoid blockage of the pores. 69 A significant contribution to modelling of cross-flow micro-filtration is by Belfort and Nagta (1985) 70 who emphasized the need for detailed understanding of the fluid dynamics to analyse the effects of 71 concentration polarisation and membrane fouling. In a later article, Belfort (1989) reported to be valid at values of Reynolds number nearing one. Following this, most important 89 experimental and theoretical works on this topic were based on the hypothesis that a uniform value 90 of filtration velocity exists along the porous wall which requires either a variable trans-membrane 91 pressure drop or a permeability that varies along the length of the porous wall (Terril and Thomas, 92 1969; Quaile and Levy, 1975) . Durlofski and Brady (1984) proved the existence of similarity solutions 93 for two-dimensional channel flows for all ranges of Reynolds numbers, which is not true conversely 94 for axisymmetric flows. Chatterjee and Belfort (1996) analysis and averaging techniques. The model was validated against a CFD code and it was found out 99 that the flow properties such as inertia terms which affect the wall suction conditions were preserved. 100
The conservation of linear momentum for free flow through the channel is generally expressed by 101
Cuachy's equation containing terms corresponding to viscous or convective transport. In the case of 102 generalised Newtonian fluids, the Cauchy's stress tensor is considered to be a function of the 103 instantaneous rate of strain and is independent of memory of deformation. In some highly viscous 104 incompressible fluid flows, the Reynolds number is small enough to neglect the contribution to the 105 flow by a convection mechanism and Cauchy's equations takes the form of Stokes equations for 106 creeping flow. 107
The origin and the fundamentals behind the existence of the Darcy equation have been described in 108 detail by Lage (1996) The porous medium is a material consisting of a solid structure with an interconnected void and on 117 the pore scale, i.e. microscopic scale, flow quantities such as velocity and pressure will be irregular 118 porous media having higher permeability values ranging above 10 -7 m 2 . In addition, the Brinkman 139 equation introduces a term known as effective Brinkman viscosity, whose value unfortunately can 140 neither be determined theoretically nor can be evaluated by experimentation (Durlofsky and Brady, 1987; Neild and Bejan, 1992). Therefore, in most cases the Brinkman effective viscosity is assumed 142 to be equal to the fluid viscosity (Hsu and Chang, 1985; Vafai and Thiagaraja, 1987) . However, in 143 filtration of suspensions the effective viscosity of the feed stream can not be equal to the clean 144 filtered fluid viscosity and may lead to wrong interpretation of actual process. Secondly, in the case of 145 porous media of very low permeability of the order of 10 -12 m 2 or greater, the possible occurrence of 146 a boundary layer inside the porous medium in the vicinity of interface is almost impossible. 147
The second approach emphasizes the need for specification of some kind of slip condition at the 148 interface relating the field variables such as velocity and pressure and in some cases stress from both The slip boundary conditions like the classic Beavers-Joseph constraints require continuation of the 163 velocity and tangential components of shear stress. In this case, the interfacial velocities of the fluid 164 in the free flow and porous regimes are related by an ad-hoc matching condition, which admits a 165 discontinuity in their tangential component. This is an empirical approach deduced from a simple 166 one-dimensional situation and its extension to multi-dimensional scenarios is not well understood.
7
The imposition of a slip boundary condition at the free/porous interface includes the calculation of a 168 slip wall coefficient α. Though the actual prediction of this coefficient by any experimental or 169 analytical technique appears to be straightforward for simplistic domains, its evaluation for irregular 170 and complex geometrical computational domains is practically impossible. throughout the free flow region is considered to be fully developed and variable wall suction is 213 assumed along the length of the porous section. The governing equations are discretised using a 214 finite difference numerical method. To simplify the model, the slip effect at the membrane surface is 215 taken to be negligible as shown by Schmitz and Prat (1995) . At the membrane surface, the axial 216 porosity were assumed to be constant. The permeability of the filter paper was assumed to be 275 homogenous and isotropic. The feed stream in the pipe tangential to the porous wall was modeled 276 using the Navier-Stokes equation whilst the variable suction at the porous wall was described by 277
Darcy's law. An interesting aspect of all their CFD simulations was the approximation of 278 interface free/porous boundary as a surface of the filter paper in which the axial velocity at the 279 permeable surface was given by the Darcy's law and the slip velocity was assumed to be zero. 280
They claimed that the slip effect at the permeable surface in a crossflow filtration system is 281 practically negligible and thus imposed the no-slip boundary condition at the interface. However, 282 it has been previously shown by Reddy and Gartling (1994) The current work is a subsidiary effort realised through a multi-disciplinary EU project focusing 292 on hydrodynamic modelling of dead-end filtration systems that are used for actuation of 293 hydraulic lubrication systems in commercial airliners. Taking into consideration the wide scale 294 industrial applicability of the filtration processes, initially a two-dimensional model was 295 developed for simulating dead-end filtration processes, which was later extended to cater the 296 needs of cross-flow membrane filtration industry. The present work can also be regarded as an 297 advanced version of the works previously carried out by Nassehi (1998) . 298
In this work, the governing equations of the cross-flow filtration setup are solved using the finite 299 element method in conjunction with the use of mixed P2/P1 C 0 -continuous rectangular elemental 300 approximations for velocity and pressure fields in order to satisfy the Ladyhenskaya Babuska 301 Brezzi (LBB) stability criterion (Reddy, 1993 the developed scheme for permeability values ranging between 10 -6 to 10 -12 m 2 for variant 313 operating conditions. The developed computer code has also been analysed for complex 314 geometrical computational domains usually observed in filtration equipments. The converged 315 results from our simulations have been theoretically validated for their accuracy by evaluating 316 mass balance continuity across the computational domains. The developed simulation software 317 will provide supportive evidence for the validity of any experimental data but will not replace any 318 of the pure theoretical concepts related to an actual process. 319
Mathematical Model

320
A two-dimensional mathematical model, based on flow and constitutive equations is considered. 321
The domains consist of a free flow region described by the Stokes equations and the porous 322 region described by the Darcy equation. In the absence of body forces the creeping, steady-state, 323 isothermal flow of a shear thickening (STF) generalised Newtonian fluid in coupled free/porous 324 regimes can be represented by the following equations. 325
Conservation of Momentum: 326
(a) Free Flow Regime 327 matrix is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. For both the computational domains, 391 simulations are carried out for permeability values ranging between 10 -6 to 10 -12 m 2 . Results are 392 presented for two extreme values of permeability, i.e. 10 -6 and 10 -12 m 2 .
Results and Discussion
In the first case, a rectangular cross-flow membrane filtration module is considered with a flat 394 free/porous interface as shown in Figure 2 with all the imposed boundary conditions. 395 396 397
The length of the free flow domain is 0.015 m with a width of 0.005 m. The length of the porous 398 region is 0.0075 m with a width of 0.0025 m. The overall width of the domain extending in the 399 radial direction is 0.005 m. The height of the rectangular exit is small compared to that of the 400 inlet and is 0.00125 m. 401
The overall domain is discretized with 9-noded Lagrangian Taylor-Hood elements. The total 402 number of elements is 2000 which corresponds to 8221 nodes. In the context of these boundary 403 conditions, simulations are carried out for two values of permeability of the porous medium. 404
When the permeability of the porous medium is 10 -6 m -2 , the simulated flow field developed is 405 pictorially represented in the form of velocity vectors in Figure 3 . values is observed as the fluid seeps through the pores. A localised low pressure region is 420 observed in the vicinity of the narrow exit of the free flow region. 421
In the second experiment, the permeability of the porous medium is lowered to the value of 10 -12 422 m 2 . The simulated velocity vectors of this coupled flow system are represented in Figure 5 . 423 424 425 Although, the inlet fluid is in uniform plug flow condition, it shows the tendency to attain a fully 426 developed parabolic profile in the free flow region. Since the permeability of the porous matrix is 427 very low, a small amount of fluid is observed to be successful in penetrating the free/porous 428 interface. All the fluid is observed to get concentrated near the narrow exit and a localised high 429 velocity field is observed in that region. The amount of fluid flowing through the porous matrix 430 can be found by calculating the mass balance over the domain. It is found that only 1.5% of the 431 inlet fluid is passing through the porous barrier and the rest about 98.5 % is flowing across the 432 free flow region. The discrepancy between the inlet and outlet masses amounts to 3%, which is 433 within a satisfactory limit and primarily can be attributed to mesh refinement. 434
The corresponding hydrostatic pressure field is shown in Figure 6 Space for Table 1 The mass of fluid permeating the porous media decreases as the permeability of the porous 446 matrix decreases.. 447
The second domain is identical to the one discussed previously except that the interface 448 separating the free and porous regimes is curved, convex towards the free flow region as shown 449 in Figure 7 to that in the domain with flat interface. As the permeability of the porous medium is very low, 482 the free/porous interface presents a stringent barrier for the fluid to enter the bulk of the porous 483 matrix. Therefore, a very small amount of the inlet fluid seeps through the porous medium and 484 most of the fluid slides across the curved interface and flows towards the narrow exit of the 485 rectangular free flow channel. A high velocity region is observed in the vicinity of the exit due to 486 the reduced cross section of the exit port resulting in higher flow rate. The mass balance is 487 checked over the domain calculating the discrepancy between the inlet and outlet mass of the 488 fluid, which is about 3%. The amount of fluid passing through the porous barrier is just 1.4% and 489 most of the fluid finds its way through the exit of the free flow domain. 490
The hydrostatic pressure field over the domain due to incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid 491 is shown in Figure 11 . 492 493 Before the porous barrier, the pressure in the free flow region is almost constant. As the fluid 494 approaches the free/porous interface, the pressure in the free flow region goes down since some 495 of the fluid is penetrating the porous medium. In the porous regime, the pressure gradually 496 decreases and attains a null value at the exit of the permeate zone. A localised low-pressure 497 Space for Figure 10 Space for Figure 11 vortex is observed at the exit of free flow region, where most of the fluid is pushed through the 498 narrow outlet. 499
Similar to the previous domain, the validity of the model is tested by quantitative evaluations 500 based on overall mass balance calculations. The mass inflows and outflows figures for a range of 501 permeability values are tabulated in Table 2,  502   503 In the present case, the discrepancy between inlet and outlet masses is also found to be increasing 504 as the porous medium becomes less permeable. A possible solution to minimize this discrepancy 505 may be accomplished by refining the computational mesh. 506
Conclusions 507
A finite element model for the solution of flow equations in a two-dimensional coupled domain 508 has been developed, where one domain is a free flow region and the other is a porous material. 509
Sample results for two geometries of differing complexity have been presented which indicate the 510 robustness of the scheme. All the simulations were carried out for a wide range of permeability 511 values of the porous medium, lying between 10 -6 to 10 -12 m 2 . At very high permeability values, 512 the discrepancy in mass balance calculations is observed to be significant. When the permeability 513 is reduced the model has to cope with smaller numbers and hence a higher precision is required. 514
Similarly when domain with curved boundaries is modelled a higher precision is required. 515
Considering the trend of the mass balance error in the present work such conclusions are 516 confirmed. In all cases we therefore, expect to reduce such errors by mesh refinement. At a low 517 permeability, a very small amount of fluid succeeds in crossing the free/porous barrier and most 518 of the fluid leaves the domain through the free flow exit. In the free flow region, the flow is fully 519 developed before it starts entering into the porous region. The geometry of the free/porous 520 interface is observed to affect the amount of fluid passing through the porous medium as 521 permeate. The model has been theoretically validated by calculating the mass balance over the 522 domains. The discrepancy in the balance in both the domains lies within an acceptable limit of about 3%. The finite elements with unequal order interpolation functions for velocity and 524 pressure generates stable and accurate solutions. When this coupled flow model is incorporated 525 into a particle transport model, it will provide a robust and cost-effective design and analysis 526 tools for predicting the hydrodynamics in industrial cross-flow filtration processes. 527
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